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Shirley A. Serini

Some Influences on the
Autonomy of Corporate Public Relations Professionals:

A Case Study

Much has been written about the professionalization of public relations
(Bernays; Hissland and Rentner; Brownell; Center; J. Grunig; Hesse; Kendall;
Lesly; Neyman et al.; Pratt; PRSA; Serini; Sharpe; Turk; Va.Leuven; Walker).
This focus is an attempt to adapt and incorporate part of the larger body of
literature on professions to the emerging body of knowledge in public
relations. This is tied to an effort among practitioners to move the
occupation of puL>lic relations towards professionalization. This movement,
fueled by the Public Relations Society of America, raises a variety of new
questions, nut the least of which is a concern with the autonomy of a pl;blic
relations practitioner as a professional in an organization.

L. Grunig, for example, discussed two areas of such autonomy: authority
and clearance process. Under authority, she cited the following as possible
explanations for degrees of autonomy: control over departmental budget,
sexism, newness oi the employee, distance from headquarters, routineness of
the activity in question, thct amount of money involved, and the values of the
dominant coalition (L. Grunig 132-133)

. The complexity of the clearance
process was a factor in determining the amount of autonomy the practitioner
has as well

It is the purpose of this paper to foster that growing concern. Using
data gathered from a recent participant/observation

experience, the proces.; of
preparing information for publication in an in-house newsletter will be
presented. The clearance process is seen as a series of negotiations to which
various members of the organizttion contribute from their unique knowledge
bases. What emerges is an understanding of autonomy as the power of public.4

relations practitioners as professionals in the organization to negotiate0
credibly within the clearance process moreso than to be free from complex

4 clearance procedures. The location and strength of organizational power areIt)

the result of the interplay of several factors, including those noted by L.



Grunig. In the illustration of the processes to be discussed below, the

interplay of those factors can be seen. What this paper contributes to the

literature is the understanding that power is based on the practitioner's

status as a rizofelalonal in the organization. This understanding moves the

findings into the broader arena of public relations professionalism. It is

with the literature on professionalism, therefore, that this paper begins.

Professionals in the Organization:
Tension, Complement, or None of the Above?

The concern with autonomy grows out of the literature that examines the

role of professionals in an organization. Some scholars contend professionals,

as salaried employees, are caught in two "distinct, irreconcilable systems"

(Harries-Jenkins, 53); they are "marginal" people (Scott 89), caught in the

"tug of two allegiances: allegiance to the organization for which they work,

and allegiance to the profession from which they gain their values and

expertise" (Grunig and Hunt 64) . A bureaucracy can create an environment that

is stifling to professionals, whose potential conflicts include lack of

autonomy; supervision by non-professionals; lack of control over resources

essential to their work; loyalty to the profession and its ethics as opposed

to the organization; and the professional rejection of bureaucratic rules,

policies, procedures and standards (Ahrahamson; Chartier; Goode; Wilensky).

Ritzer argues that working in an organization can "pull an individual in a

professional occupation away from professional behavior" (70) . Etzioni adds

that the "normative principles and cultural values" of organizations and

professionals are "not compatible" (vi).

Others argue that the tension between professionals and organizations is

either overrated or irrelevant. In some critiques, for example, professions

and organizations are seen as two sides of the same coin that strengthen and

reinforce each other (Haskell; Larson). Yet another school of thought calls

for abandoning the notion that professionals aLd bureaucracies are in

conflict. Dingwall and Lewis view work organizations as "ever changing and

emergent social forms" instead of structures that produce conflict (192) . They

call for a reexamination of professions in the context of their daily

construction and reconstruction by human beings--to examine practice instead

of theory. In a study of news organizations, for example, Tuchman found

professionalism among news workers to be "knowing how to get a story that



rests organizational needs and standards" (Tuchman 66). Other studies have

cone to similar conclusions: News is the rsult of habitualized ways of doing

things that allow work to get done in a complex organization, and

professionalism is a set of blinders used to frame what is and is not

considered appropriate. Professionalism, then, in the context of news work

becomes a means of controlling the news workers (Tuchman; Soloski; Birkhead;

Fishman; Gans; Altheide). The question here becomes, then, does the same thing

happen with public relations? The ansger is no, and the explanation for that

answer lies in the realm of power, which is an idea central to autonomy (Price

and Mueller 411. Kornhauser argues that power is variously located in an

organization, as opposed to structurally locatsd, which facilitates a balance:

The organization does not wholly absorb professionals, nor do
professionals wholly absorb the organization. To the extent that a
system of relations is pluralist, it tends toward a balance of freedom
and power or, in functional terms, between the conditions conducive to
creativity and those conducive to control. (293)

It is this concept of power that facilitates the understanding of autonomy

and, ultimately professionalism, to be presented here.

Inherent in a definition of autonomy is the ability to make decisions,

which exists on a continuum from totally controlled to totally uncontrolled.

Total lack of control exists when, for example, the practitioner is told what

to write and does so. Total control is the ability to decide what to write and

to do so without any intervention from anyone. what becomes apparent in the

case study below is that neither extreme is the reality. Rather, practitioners

move within the continuum, depending on the circumstances involved in each

situation.

betbstdalagx

I spent eight weeks as a participant observer and then two weeks as an

observer in a corporate public relations unit in a "mixed type" organization:

a "large-scale, high-complexity" operation that employed "many people" (liege

and Hull in Schneider 569) . In the two months following those stages I

conducted 18 interviews and administered 14 0 Sorts at the site. Those

interviewed included three public relations people, three communications

support people, three marketing administrators, three secretaries, the

q. director of communications and advertising, two vice presidents, one public

relations staff member from another division of the organization and two



middle managers from the Human Resources Department. These people were

selected because they interacted frequently in the process of shaping

information a'uout the organization. I entered the work place with the

following question: How does a public relations worker accomplish work in an

organizational and professional context? Of key importance to my work was the

idea of professionalism. Using a phenomenological framework, I explored the

workers' definitions of "professional" and the ways in which that definition

influenced their work.

The weakness of a case study is that it is limited to one experience and

one set of dynamics. The strength, however, is that a case study provides an

opportunity to study in depth how those dynamics come together, to experience

first-hand on a daily basis what one can only recall and report about second-

hand in an interview. In the dual role of worker/researcher I was exposed to

the daily pressures of interacting in the work place. As worker, I fit into

the fabric of the department quickly. This facilitated my access as

researcher, although it hampered both my ability to be in places of my

choosing at particular times and to take copious notes. I transcribed the

notes I did take each evening while the circumstances were fresh in my mind.

By following zhe participa..it segment with a purely observational segment, I

was able to observe unobtrusively, station myself in particular locations, and

take more detailed notes. The balance between the two worked well for

gathering information and establishing trust. I met weekly with a peer

debriefer (see Lincoln and Guba 283) to discuss my findings. She helped me to

keep a distance between the work place and my self, an important component in

the truseworthiness of my data.

Confidentiality of source was a condition of entry, so all identifiable

names of people, places and organizations used in this case study have been

changed.

Wat_aite

This is a study of the public relations unit of the Communications and

Advertising Department of Unitronics, an amalgamation of three divisions of

High Tech, Incorporated (HTI). HTI produces high technology industrial goods

that are not sold at the consumer level. Under the leadership of a new

corporate president, HTI was in the long, slow process of transition from

being a conservative, closed-system organization to a participative, open-
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system one. The new corporate philosophy called for "open and honest

communication," among other changes.

Corporate communication was handled from HTI headquarters in another

state. The Unitronics staff was responsible for communications about the

divisions it serves. Their publics include mployes, the local and state

community, and the national media. The main Unitronics plant, in which the

Advertising nd Communications Department was physically housed, was located

in a city in the Midwest. The physical plants for most of the Unitronics

divisions were located in the same state as the main plant.

HTI and Unitronics were arranged bureaucratically, which is an

organizing concept in which the work force is aegmented into discrete and

highly specialized work units. Unitronics employees were organized as follows:

there was one Unitronics president, Ron, who reported directly to Corporate.

Of the more than one hundred managers at various levels, less than a dozen

report directly to Ron; one of the latter was Josh, the director of the

Communications and Advertising Department. Reporting directly to Josh was the

public relations unit, the Communications Services Unit, and the marketing

administrators. Bill was the manager of the public relations unit. Under him

were David, the newsletter editor, and Denny, the community relations

specialist.

Josh, Bill, David and Denny did the public relations work for

Unitronics; therefore, they were the focus of this study. It was with Bill

that I was able to participate most closely; and it is in large part,

therefore, through his eyes, as manager of Public Relations, that I was able

to observe the process of every day public relations work. Josh, who was with

Unitronics for more than 25 years, had newspaper experience, a bachelor's

degree in journalism and advanced work in business administration. Bill was

with the organization for le months, had more than ten years of prior public

relations experience, a bachelor's degree in journalism, and belonged to a

national public relations professional organization. Denny, who had two years

of newspaper experience and two years of government public relations

experience, was with the organization less than a year, had a bachelor's

degree in journalism, and belonged to a local public relations professional

4 organization. David, who was with Unitronics four years and had five years of

public affairs experience, did not have a college education and did not belong

7



to a professional organization. None of them had completed course work in

public relations.

Ille_LAst_Simag

Although the public relations practitioners at Unitronics were

responsible for a variety of communication activities, this discussion of

autonomy will focus on the process of writing for the newsletter. Four

vignettes will be used to illustrate the process as a way to provide a deeper

understanding of how autonomy is negotiated in the daily process of doing

work.

Many organizations have an employee newsletter. Of interest here are the

multiple influences that are a part of the process of preparing Unitronics'

monthly newsletter, the BTI Newg, which David edited. My perspective on the

process of developing in-house publications is an unusual one that bears

mentioning primarily because it shaped how I came to understand the way in

which controlled media are accomplished. I had two forms of exposure to the

publications: one as a writer, from which I experienced the process; and one

from the vantage point of Bill's office, from which I saw how problem

situations were managed. Therefore, I saw the anomalies--the problems--more

than I saw the routine. It is the combination of the two tl,at shapes what I

present here.

This discussion will begin with an overview of controlled media. The Joal

News will then be briefly introduced, followed by a discussion of the

negotiation process from the perspectives of writing and managing the news.

What will unfold is the delicate balance between control and consensus in the

process of negotiating the content of the newsletter.

An Omervieu of Controlled Media

In-house publication:- are examples of shaped reality in an organization.

They are called "controlled" media because one or more people in the

organization have the ability to consciously select each element--the physical

properties of the medium, the graphics, the content, the words and the

sentence structure--to present exactly the message that those one or more

people want to present Unlike press releases, which are selected and edited
.1)

by someone outside the organization, controlled media appear in exactly the

form and medium chosen by employees involved in the process. The final



product--the newsletter, the brochures, the video, or any of a myriad other

media--becomes a form of formal knowledge through which others in the

environment can encounter and inspect the organization.

The content of controlled media is negotiated among a variety of people

in the organization. One managr noted that newsletters are used to

communicate the "messages that management wants displayed"; and one public

relations person called them a "tool of management." Based on what happened in

the work place at Unitronics, those explanations are far too simplistic.

Rather, the shaping of knowledge was a thoughtful and self-conscious process

that involved legal limitations, organizational policies, competitive

concerns, limitations of the technologies, and influences of the people who

were involved in the face-to-face interactions that shaped how the story was

written--sources, writers, producers, editors, managers, etc. Each encv.inter

reflected vested interests that stretched and bent the shape of the knowledge

until the moment that it was subjected to the technology and amplified.

BTI News: An Introduction

The WTI News was distributed monthly to Unitronics employees at cn-site

and remote locations, as well as tc retirees. It was a four-page, full-color

high gloss publication with a finished pase size of 11 X 14. It contained,

almost exclusively, information about Unitronics and HTI. Approximately one-

third of the content of the MI News was standard: particular columns and

information that appeared on a regular basis. The rest of the space was

devoted to features about Unitronics and HTI programs, policies, and

management, as well as about Unitronics employees. Some stories were mandated

by HTI corporate communications; for the most part, however,the content of the

ali News was selected and prepared at Unitronics.

News was narrowly defined almost exclusively by the Communications and

Advertising Department. As a result, the news tended to be defined more as

product and business news--news about programs, contracts, markets, new

products, etc.--than as human interest news. The emphasis on product news came

from its easy access--David, the editor, received a regular supply of

preapproved news releases from the marketing admdnistrators in the department,

and their news was product and business oriented.



Writing for /IT/ News:
The Shaping of Language and Facts

The process of writing for the newsletter was controlled and self-

conscious--not unlike doirg aerobics on a tight rope. If autonomy is defined

in part by the complexity of the clearance process, as L. Grunig indicates

(133), then the Communications and Advertising Department had little if any

autonomy. That, however, would be a narrow--and erroneous--observation. L.

Grunig does note some contingencies: use of direct quotes, crisis or "major

action" subjects, novel situations, political ramifications, the status of the

person involved, and the time available (133-4). What is of interest aere are

the reasons and the process behind those contingencies, which leads to an

understanding of the power of the public relations professional in the

clearance process.

My first assignment was to write a story about the use of a partict;lar

group of suppliers. Corporate Communications sent print-ready copy about how

they dealt with that group of suppliers at the national level, and David asked

me to localize the story. The previous month, when he did not have an intern,

he ran verbatim a similar story sent by Corporate Communications. My presence

in the work place--the availability of resources--made the localization

possible.

The assignment sounded simple enough: get a few local statistics,

localize the lead, and splice in the HTI story. Four weeks and more than

fifteen hours of leg work later, the story was ready to print. The process was

much more delicate than I had imagined. The sources of my story were aware

that not only would employees read the publication, but that customers,

suppliers, competitors, and external regulators could potentially see it. The

story became a soup with nlny cooks.

I interviewed three people in the organization, each of whom carefully

clarified my intent and position with the organization before agreeing to an

interview. Although they were candid with me, they were also very spc.cific

about what I could and could not use in the article, and very adamant about

word choice. Each addressed my questions with great care and caution, and

asked to see the article before it went to press. I agreed to do so for two

reasons: Bill had told me that sources should have the opportunity to make
4 sure I had represented them correctly; and, more importantly, the information

they gave me was complex, technical and sensitive--a misrepresentation in the

1 f)



story could invoke legal ramifications. It required knowledge of a technical

and specific language that I did not have. I could write the story, but I had

to rely on their evaluation to make sure I was accurate and not innocently

presenting information that was proprietary or misrepresenting information

that was sensitive. In this case, tlearance was not so much a violation of my

autonomy or of the department's autonomy, but a safety net for my inexperience

with the organization and the aubject matter.

Each of the sources edited the story heavily, making the majority of the

changes in language. Some of the language needed to be more specific, and they

substituted proper nouns and complex names for generic terms. Some of the

language needed to be more tenuous, so they added words like "most" and

"almost" to phrases. They changed some of their personal quotes to say

precisely what they wanted to say. The specific use of language was crucial.

For example, at one point I used a direct quote that included the phrase

"materials we need." The source edited it to read "components we utilize in

our products." David, in turn, changed "utilize" to "use," a verb form he said

was more commonly accepted.

The entire clearance process for the story took seven working days. As

David, Josh and Bill each agreed, the clearance process could be Imbersome.

The marketing administrators, for example, sometimes waited as long as six

months for approval on some of their ads and press releases. "If we had to

wait that long," David said, "there wouldn't be an sTI News." David maintained

more control over the story when there were fewer reviewers. He described the

process of negotiation for control of content as a battle that he didn't

always win, so he minimized his losses by avoiding the battles as often as

possible:

One of the best ways that I deal with ';.hose kinds of battles is
minimizing the number of times I have to fight them. One of the ways I
do that is by limiting the number of people who review. The fewer people
who review, the fewer of those kinds of things that you're going to have
to deal with.

Time increased the autonomy of the public relations unit by decreasing the

number of people involved in the clearance process.

One source for the supplier story, however, used time to control

information--he put me off until the deadline had passed. I discussed with

Bill the feeling of guardedness I had from the source. Bill said it was hard

to build a rapport with a person, to establish a trusting relationship in a

1 1



company as large as Unitronics where one might meet another employee only once

over a period of years. "I can talk to Theresa, or Tom, or any of the others I

know well, and ask them for sensitive numbers, and they know I won't use the

numbers, that I only want to know them to get some senae of the magnitude of

what the numbers mean," he said. "Others tend to be guarded." Because I was

new, the source felt I was untested and purely by inference not to be trusted.

For the first three sources, however, my position as an intern with the

organization was my credibility--they gave me confidential information in

spite of my lack of tenure.

In the interview following my observation period, David addressed the

relationship between source and writer in the organization:

We're communications professionals. You may be the expert on this
information, but we're the ,expert on how to convey this information in
the best way and the most professional way possible. You might know
everything there is to know about Unitronics, but we know how to convey
what you know . . . working together--between your knowledge and our
knowledge of how to present it--(we can) have the most effective
product.

Complete autonomy was not seen as desirable because the public relations

professionals considered themselves to be generalists, not specialists. They

knew the communications aspects, but they may not have known the legal,

political and competitive aspects of the marketplace, particularly since the

organization was large and produced a variety of products for a variety of

customers. Some of the customers, for example, had written into their

contracts the right to approve any information released to the mass or trade

media about their business transactions with Unitronics. Ryan argues that

"freedom to collect information" (480) is an organizational constraint on

public relations work. At Unitronics, that constraint was not purely

organizational. Customers and legal considerations, for example, are external

factors that can contribute to the restriction on access to irformation. As

Bill noted, trust was an important element in the interaction process. As he

developed a reputation for being trustworthy, he was given greater access to

information. Access to information is a multidimensional process that

increases the interdependence of public relations practitioners and others in

the organization.



Managing the News: The Negotiation for Control of Content

A story could become problematic at any stage in the process. Sometimes

clearance involved a !simple matter of correcting word choice or catching

typographical errors; other times it involved completely removing a story or a

portion of a story. The previous section dealt with the clearance process as

it pertained to the way a story was written. In this section, the process of

negotiating for control of content will be explored.

If the story survived the review by sources outside the department, it

had to make it through a very careful review by first Bill and then Josh, both

of whom proofread and edited the copy. Bill, who tended to be more

participative in his management style, and Josh, who tended to be more

conservative in his, often had very different responses to situations. David,

however, made the initial decisions about what would be covered in the

newsletter. Bill and/or Josh entered into the negotiation process when content

threatened the competitive aspects of the organization, which often involved

issues of credibility. They frequently engaged in what Bill described as

"head-on collisions" with David, who adamantly defined himself as a

journalist. "David is a journalist and pushes for journalistic excellence,"

Bill explained.

Although Josh described himself as a "put.slic relations professional," he

most clearly defined himself as a manager. As he explained at one point, he

had to "think like a msnager," and not like a public relations person. To him,

being a manager meant doing what was best for the organization, not doing

things because they were or were not a part of what he called the "public

relations ideology." Bill defined himself as a public relations person and a

manager. Unlike Josh, who emphasized his manager role, Bill tended to

emphasize his public relations role. He saw himself as being a consensus

builder; and, as such, he was frequently called upon to mediate between David

and others, including Josh, in the organization. Each of the three men

considered himself to be a professional dealing with other professionals, but

other professionals from dillexent_pzniemAinna, in spite of the fact that they

all worked in the same department to achieve a common end. This resulted in an

on-going need to define what was and was not an appropriate representation of

the organization.

David's claim to professional status lay in his craft competency. He

was, as Bill commented several times, "A good, strong, fast writer." He was



also a competent graphic artist who insisted on doing his own paste up and
layout, which he felt increased his control over the publication. Corporate

Communications mandated the basic elements, such as masthead and size, but the
rest was up to David. In the realm of content, however, David sometimes
struggled to defend his choices.

What is important here is that he did defend his choices--he did not
simply do what he was told to do without a fight. He operated out of his sense
of what it meant to be a professional journalist. Lacking structural
authority, he used his temper to retain as much control as possible. A tall,
strong man, he could be physically intimidating when he was angry, as he
tended to get when he was censored. The ritual of fighting for his right to
control the content of the publication went something like this: Josh used the
structural hierarchy to avoid dealing directly with David. In spite of the
fact that Bill's and David's offices were literally within feet of each other,
Josh would tell Bill, to whom David was directly responsible, to tell David
that something had to be deleted. Bill would explain the situation to David,
then leave David alone. David would go through the angry stage during which he
usually did sone combination of talking loudly, slamming things, pacing
heatedly, and telling one or more of the marketing administrators--within
earshot of Bill and Josh--his side of the story. When he cooled down, he would
go to Bill's office, present his rationale for selecting the information or
story, and offer an alternative. Bill would listen to David's rationale and
either say no or negotiate the alternative. Sometimes he would agree to assist
David in negotiating with others outside the department to keep the story or
information. At times the censoring of a story or part of a story was
originated and completed in the public relations unit; at other times it was
originated by and negotiated with a source external to the department. The
examples below will be used to illustrate the process involved when the
competitive aspects and the credibility of the medium's content clashed.

w O. .1,11411-8 4 f I w .
On my first day in the work place, I witnessed a heated debate about an

editorial David had written and Josh had deleted from the already typeset and
taid out publication. I did not see the editorial and most of the debate had
taken place outside of my earshot. However, Josh explained to Bill that he had
"run it past" some people at Unitronics and had, ultimately, sent it to HTI

1,1



Corporate Communications, and they all agreed that it was inappropriate for

David to take a critical Stand in an internal publication on whatever his

topic had been. "We're not the New York Times after all," Josh commented, a

phrase I was to hear frequently throughout my study period.

In its simplicity, the phrase embraced the heart of the on-going process

of defining what was and was not appropriate organizational news. It

underscored the idea that organizational journalism and public journalism were

not the same, although they both drew on the same craft competencies. Yet the

fact that Josh, ultimately, turned to HTI Corporate Communications to justify

his decision to David is a clear indication that the negotiation process is

not restricted by structural authority. If structural authority was absolute,

Josh would simply have said no to David.

suLlhe_ElAnt_C.10..singAnth-Eulduct Stories

In the two vignettes to follow, the interplay of time, corporate

philosophy, competitive secrets, and ownership of information will be

explored. Although tine has been dealt with previously, additional influences

of time on the autonomy of public relations professionals will be presented.

when HTI closed one of Unitronics' satellite plants, Earl, the manager

of the division in which the plant was located, told Bill he would prefer

nothing be said about it in the RII_MewA--it had been discussed with the

people who would be effected and it had been in the bi-weekly in-house

newssheet. Out of "respect" for the people who would be effected, he felt the

situation had had enough press. Josh argued that a story should be published

if they were to follow HTI's corporate philosophy of "open and honest

communication." Earl agreed, but insisted the story not be published. Bill

argued gently that it was a way to inform everyone in all the branches, not

just the division. Earl remained adamant, arguing the.- his people didn't need

to see any more of it. Bill disagreed, but told Earl they weren't "the NAm

Xark_timem," and would respect his wishes. For the next nine days, quite

literally until the day the HTI News went to press, the plant Closing waS a

topic of on-going negotiation.

Bill, Josh and David felt the censorship was a blatant violation of the

corporate philosophy. They continued to discuss the issue among themselves.

Finally, Josh proposed a compromise: if David wrote a short, straightforward

tj
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news brief, Josh would "run interference" for it. Josh felt the people at the

plant needed to know that they were important enough to be in the company

paper.

If Josh had so chosen at that point, he could have by-passed Earl and

gone higher in the hierarchy to get permission to run the story. However, Bill

hoped to help Earl understand why the story was important. He tried to use the

situation to reinforce the corporate philosophy. "Josh made a good point in

that the people at that plant might feel like HTI is suppressing the

information or that they might not be important enough to warrant mention,"

Bill explained to Earl. Earl continued to refuse. Bill finally said he had a

short story already prepared, which he would submit to the manager of Earl's

division and the vice president of Human Resources. If they approved the

story, he would bring it to Earl to "look over."

By 10:30 the next morning, David was in Bill's office to find out if he

had heard from Earl. Bill told him Earl had refused. "It's a natural human

reaction," Bill said. "If you have a wart or a cut on the side of your face,

you'd just as soon not talk about it. If it's not positive, don't talk about

it. I understand not talking about a bad product--this isn't that bad. He

feels it's bad, it reflects on him; he's trying to be sensitive to the people

at the plant. I approached him once and he said no. We approached it

differently, and he said no again. Do I want to go to the mat for it? No, I

don't." Bill and David discussed the situatice emphasizing the "open, hoOpst

communication" aspect of the HTI Philosophy. They discussed the criticism they

had received in two recent surveys--a formal Unitronics-wide systematic survey

done by an external research firm and the informal newssheet survey. Some

employees questioned why they had to turn to mass or trade media to get the

"bad" information about the organization. Bill and David felt this hampered

the credibility of the publications.

"You just want to let this fall," David said flatly, more as a statement

than as a question.

"I was wrong," Bill said. "We should just have run it." David shook his

head and left the room. That was Friday.

David didn't let it fall. Early Monday morning David sent Josh a memo

about "freedom of the press" with regard to the plant closing story. "If I had

it to do over again," Bill said to Josh, "I wouldn't have asked Earl if I

could print a short version, I simply would have done so. Since I asked, I



have no alternative but to not run the story." Josh agreed. Again they

discussed the mandate of the HTI philosophy to have "open, honest

communication," and how they felt they were called to violate that in this

situation.

Later that afternoon David Lame to Bill's office. "I sent that (plant

closing story) to the typesetter with the rest of the stuff just in case

someone was able to see reason," he said, and left.

At some point the next day, Bill talked to Earl's manager about the

situation. The conversation took place out of my earshot, but he reported to

Josh that he had explained to him about how the employees were critical of the

"happy news" tenor of the internal publications and how important it was to

publish the story. Early the following day, David came to Bill's office to

check on the status of the story. Bill explained that Earl's manager was in

favor of running the story, but they needed to talk to Earl ard "gently" get

him to see the importance of informing the employees about the situation in an

official company source as opposed to letting them hear about it in the trade

publications. David told Bill he would have something ready to replace the

story if they were unable to solve the situation.

The page proofs with the plant closing story came Thursday. David still

did not have the final okay. "I'll get this to printing and tell them to go

ahead with what they can up to a certain poInt," David said. The distribution

date was the following Friday, so they were against printing deadlines. Friday

was the last day of my observation, so I called David early the following week

to see how the story was coming. "This issue may never get to print," he said.

I asked if it was the plant closing story thdt was still holding up the

issue, and he said no, the news brief about the plant closing had been

cleared. This time it was another story. He had written what he descrilded as a

rather routine story about one of HTI's products, had interviewed the plant

manager and the marketing manager of the unit that produced the product, and

had sent a copy of the final story to both of them for their approval. The

manager had initially okayed the story, as had Josh and Bill, but then the

manager decided to get his manager's approval. David had gone to press with

the initial approvals, and the story was typeset and laid out. Forty-five

minutes before the Mil News was to be printed, the manager's manager called to
* .

insist three paragraphs be removed. One of the paragraphs contained figures

and the other two were generic comments about the industry in general. This



reopened the negotiation process. However, it was too close to the printing

deadline, so this time David lost and the paragraphs were removed and replaced

with filler. The ATI' NPWR came out on time.

There are two major differences between the plant closing story and the

product story: one is time and the other is competitive information. The plant

closing story had the advantage of time. The negotiations for the final form

of the plant closing story were spread out over a period of approximately two

weeks. Although the pressure for an answer was felt down to the day of

deadline, there Was still sufficient tine for David to continue pushing for

clearance tO publish. Twice, when the topic appeared closed from the

perspective of Josh and Bill, David tried different techniques to reopen the

negotiations: the first time with a memo and the second with a technique of

making Bill feel guilty for giving up. He argued, from his perspective as

professional journalist, that the people had a right to know and that the

credibility of his publication was on the line. Bill, who was sensitive to the

human relations issues, and Josh, who viewed the situation from a management

perspective, were torn between what they felt was open and honest

communication and what they felt about the relatedness aspects of the issue.

If they had not had the time to negotiate, the article most likely would not

have run.

Unlike the plant closing article, the product article happened less than

an hour before the publication was to be printed. Although printing was

suspended for a short time, there was pressure for a speedy decision. There

was not time to determine whether or not censoring the information was a

legitimate concern. With the plant closing, Bill, Josh and David each had an

opportunity to examine among themselves how they, from their different

professional perspectives, defined the legitimacy of the censorship. They

achieved a consensus among themse'ves, and then fortified each other, using a

combination of corporate philosophy, concern with credibility, and

professional skills to achieve the end they desired. With the product article,

there was neither tine to build theix defenses nor to explore alternative

means of achieving their ends.

The additional element of potentially competitive information also

4 weakened their position. David explained it this way:

He (the manager who censored the article) saw something in there that he
thought we couldn't give away to competitors. What it was was primarily



numbers--anytime you put a number in anything . . . they think that
you're giving away information to the competition, because it (the
publication) is a public forum.

The concern with competitive information--with leaking tidbits of information

that the competition might use to put Unitronics at a disadvantage--outweighed

any of the journalistic considerations that David, as a professional, might

bring to the negotiation. This was exacerbated by the lack of time in which to

build a negotiation.

One further influence can be aeen by contrasting these situations with a

reactive interaction with the media: ownership of information. When a reporter

called to verify potentially negative information, Unitronics had a choice of

either responding or letting the reporter write the story with the misleading

information he or she possessed (Serini) . Although a similarly tight deadline

was imposed, the outcome was different: Because the media possessed the

information, Bill's power to negotiate for the organization's response

increased and his recommendations were followed. With the product situation,

the organization possessed the information, which meant that unless they

released it there was a good possibility no one would know. With the threat

removed, Bill's power was diminished.

- II -

Control over information is a component of the autonomy of the public

relations professional. Four different yet related situations have been

presented, each illustrating different influences in the negotiation for

control over information. In each, the underlying tension between credibility

and the competitive nature of information was evident, and the varied impact

of time was illustrated. Bill articulated the tension when he described

David's relationship to others in the organization:

David is very creative and very strong willed and knows the directions
he wants to head . . In pursuing those (directions)--and in often
cases there isn't a right or wrong to the direction--somebody else could
come along and say well, I would rather have you go in a different
direction. Again, there's no right to David's direction or wrong to the
other person's direction, itlz_juat_ALstiuraencx_fiLiaajalgn (emphasis

addeo).

Different workers, with different relationships to the organization, bring

different dynamics to the negotiation process. In the plant closing situation,

for example, Bill was concerned with how Earl was treated; David was concerned

1 9



with freedom of the press; Josh Was concerned with management's response, Earl

was concerned for his employees; and Bill, Josh and David were concerned with

the credibility of the $TJ News. They all wanted what was best for the

organization, but tech participant viewed the organization from a different

perspective. Two factors that influenced the negotiation process are

credibility and competitiveness.

In the case study at hand, the persons who had input into the

preparation of the written piece made their contributions from the

perspectives of how they--each as an individual--defined the needs of the

organization and how those needs could best be met with controlled

communication. Bill underscored the dilemma in the questions with which he

dealt in the process of everyday public relations work:

How do we preserve the integrity of what we're trying to do in

terms of autonomy for the yTI News and Iach_logicsa . . . [How do we]

preserve respect in that we are part of the management team, just like
other folks are . . . (How do we preserve) the integrity of what we're
trying to do with open and honest comnunications, and frank
communications, and believable integrity in communications?

Bill said the challenge as public relations professionals was to "walk a fine

line between serving the demands and needs of management and of employees. A

key to their autonomy, then, was crediLility--the ability to maintain

"believable integrity" with management and employees.

The concern with credibility was with the message and the medium.

Credibility was a primary concern in the plant closing story. In addition to

the corporate philosophy of "open and honest communication," David used the

results of the formal and informal surveys--in which the in-house publications

were criticized for being "happy news" sheets--as the fulcrum to reopen

negotiations to print the story after Josh and Bill had given up. Because

David defined himaelf as a professional journalist, he was less dissuaded by

the sensitivity to management politics than Josh and Bill. David fought for

the credibility of his publication, a key component iii his definition of

himself as a professional. He explained:

If you try to present an organization as all good with no problems . . .

people are going to disbelieve you, and your credibility is shot. Once
your credibility is shot, you might as well hang it up and go find
another business because in public relations we're trying to communicate
with various publics and if they don't believe that you're telling the
truth then you're shooting yourself in the foot. People know that
everything's not all roses and nice. Credibility is the primary reason



that you have to be honest and give the good with the bad, and the bad
with the good.

It was Josh and Bill, however, who tempered David's concern for the

credibility of the medium with their concern for the credibility of the public

relations staff with management. The three men shared the importance of

maintaining credibility from different perspectives that blended, tempered,

and strengthened their approach to different situations.

Another aspect of credibility that played an important part in the

negotiation process was an awareness that the people who would read liTI News

had access to a variety of other publications and information. The reality of

Unitronics presented in the in-house publication was only one of several

realities about the organization to which any given person had access. With

the plant closing story, for example, Bill, Josh and David were concerned

about how employees would react when they read about the closing in the trade

publications and not in the BTI News. David articulated this concern:

You still have a lot of layers in there, middle management and the old
guard, that still feel that the company newspaper is no place for "dirty
laundry" . .

- 111 . S. es II

sastem_up_crimmunicAtiansfiar_uesuaft and I think that's one of the reasons
it's very Important to deal with things like that (emphasis added).

The awareness of the access to other sources of information, and the need to

be a credible source within that context were important criteria in the

negotiation process. For Josh and Bill, who were more keenly aware of the

concerns of management and who defined themselves as management, credibility

was tempered with the concerns of competitiveness.

The concept of competitiveness embraces two very distinct components:

First, coupetitiveness is the concern with proprietary information--with not

tipping off the competition, leaking information that might disrupt the work

force, or in any way endangering the ability of the organization to earn a

profit. Second, competitiveness is the bottom line rationale to the

traditional management system from which the organization was in transition

from th6 "don't tell them if they don't need to know" way of handling

information to a more open system. In the proces1 of the transition, however,

managers and communications workers alike were trying to define what the

bottom line rationale to communication was. The multiple definitions of what

the organization should be were conflicting. The tension was pervasive in the



organization and telescoped in the negotiation for control over newsletter

content, as Josh explained:

In this transition, one of the things we have constantly are conflicts.
The editor of our publications would like to just have complete openness
and many of the elements of the organization don't want that openness
for the (competitive) reasons /'ve given, and so there's an area of
conflict there which you have to resolve.

The resolution of that conflict took place in the process of negotiation.

Smnams1

Although the findings of a case study are not generalizable, this study

of a mixed organization suggests a number of factors that may contribute to

understanding the autonomy of public relations practitioners as professionals

in organizations. The ability to control information in an in-house

publication was used as a measure of autonomy.

A primary influence was time, as L. Grunig suggests. The impact of time

on autonomy varied. Time restrictions imposed by deadlines had the following

impact on the public relations professionals' ability to control the content

of the newsletter:

1. Long lead times increased control by facilitating the

professional's ability to negotiate for control of content.

2. Lead times bracketed by deadlines, however, also increased control

over content by limiting the number of people involved in the clearance

process.

3. Lack of time resulting from immanent deadlines decreased control

over content. Conversely, the same situation in a crisis situation with

the media increased control. The mitigating element in both situations

was ownership of information. If the media owned the information, the

public relations professionals had greater control over what would be

released. If the organization owned the information, the public

re2ations professionale had less control.

4. Time bracketed by deadlines could also be used by sources to keep

information from the public relations professionals.

The corporate philosophy, which incorporated the values of the dominant

0 coalition, was used by public relations professionals as a weapon in their

battle with management for control over distribution of information. The



mandate of "open and honest communications," for example, was an articulated

component in their negotiations with others and among themselves.

Credibility was an important measure of control over information. The

concern for the credibility of both the medium and the message on the part of

both management and employees was an important factor in the negotiation

process. Public relations professionals "walked a fine line" in an attempt to

serve both audiences well. The personal credibility of public relations

professionals was based, in part, on the trustworthiness of the person. That

trustworthiness was established in some instances based on personal

relatedness with individuals within the organization (i.e. Bill's comment that

Theresa and Tom gave him confidential information knowing that he would not

reveal it), and in other instances on the public relations person's position

within the organization (the people whom I interviewed for the supplier story

gave me confidential information because I was from the Communications and

Advertising Department, even though I had been with the organization less than

two weeks).

The availability of resources also contributed to autonomy. David was

able to provide expanded coverage of some issues because I was in the work

place as an unpaid intern. The stories I wrote were ones that did not fit into

his schedule.

Of importance here as well is the realization that complete autonomy was

not necessarily desirable. Public relations professionals defined themselves

as generalists who re2ied on specialists within the organization to provide

them with such information as legal counsel and an understanding of technical

language. Public relations professionals also negotiated heavily with

management in an attempt to define competitive information. On the one hand,

they relied on the counsel of others to know what information might either tip

off the competition or disrupt the work force. Om the other hand, they fought

against the traditional management philosophy of not providing any information

unless there was a critical "need to know."

The influences presented here contribute to a broader understanding of

the variable degrees of autonomy of the public relations practitioners as

professionals in the organization. Although the newsletter was used as a focus

for this argument, the patterns of negotiation for control and consensus

presented here were seen repeatedly in other circumstances in the study site

as well. Although several of the influences discussed focused on individual

0 3



levels of power, the power of the department is a combination of individual

power and other influences, including those presented here. The use of a case

study facilitated the uncovering of new factors to explore in the quest to

understand the relationship between public relations professionals and

organizational power.
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